Introduction
Recent experimental work on palladium, loaded electrolytically with deuterium in the solid state, has given a quantitative correlation between heat and 4 He production which is consistent with fusion reaction 
This fusion reaction in the hot plasma state involves electric dipole radiation causing the reversal of the parity of the particle system. Such reactions producing 3 He or tritium along with neutron or proton are much more probable than those producing 4 He. Two deuterons (carrying even parity) fusing to produce 4 He in the first excited state (having even parity) cannot involve electric dipole radiation or an odd-parity particle to reach the ground state (again with even parity).
However, in a solid-state matrix, additional channels are possible which can render the above reaction feasible. These arise from the lattice structure, which harbors quanta of lattice vibrations (phonons) and electron pairs.
Owing to strong electron-phonon interaction, there can be negative -U* centers which can have negative charging energy and thus produce local electron pairs in the singlet (S = 0) state [2] [3] [4] [5] These local electron pairs (christened lochons for local charged bosons) can also occur due to potential inversion arising from an electrolytic environment or screening due to metallic electrodes [6] [7] [8] .
In previous papers 2, 3 , it has been shown that In the vibration mode, the two nuclei have a finite probability of overcoming the Coulomb barrier leading to their fusion. Denoting the lochon (local pairs -lattice coupled via phonons) by b = (e ↑ e ↓ ), the following reaction can be envisaged,
with the lochon (b) and In what follows, we present the results of calculation based on the above model.
Calculation of Reaction Constant
The rate of fusion reaction is expressed as
where A is the nuclear reaction constant (having dimension cm 3 /sec) and φ i (0) is the initial wave function in relative coordinates of fusing particles at zero separation (in fact the interaction distance between the nuclei).
The approximate form of | φ i (0) | 2 can be taken as
where μ dd is the reduced mass of the two dd nuclei, μ b is the mass and a b is the radius of the binding particle (here the pair of electrons in the lochon) and G is the Gamow factor. With the deuterons being confined in a linear channel (one dimensional situation), we have
where e* 1 and e* 2 are the screened charges of two deuterons, ħ = h/2π, and v p is their maximum relative parallel velocity.
For solid state internal conversion, the expression for A has been evaluated by Kalman and Keszthelyi 9 by using Weisskopf approximation and pure Coulomb interaction 11 . This can be adapted for the present model, keeping in mind important differences.
In the present case, the process involves bound electron pair to free electron pair transition.
We have
where α f is the fine structure constant (e I is the integral evaluated in reference 9. 
In the next section, we give the numerical estimate of |φ i (0)| 2 , A, and (1/τ F ).
Numerical Estimate
For the Gamow factor G = e* 1 e* 2 / ħv p , we . Thus, 
